
CISC 1600, Lab 3.3: State machines in Scratch

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

Today we will be building one more game in Scratch that uses the idea of a
state machine to control the flow of play.

2 Getting set up

For this lab, we will be using the online version of Scratch again.

• Go to http://scratch.mit.edu in your browser

• Log in to the account that you created

Note that you can also download a version of Scratch to run locally if you
are not online, but we will use the online version for its sharing and remixing
features.

Unlike Scratchpad for Processing, the Scratch website does not save previous
versions of your work, only the final version. If you would like to save your project
at the current state, you can leave the current project as it is and “Remix” it to
continue development. We will be building a single project for this lab.

3 Tag: a game of state

3.1 Description of the game

This game will be called Tag. The player controls the cat sprite against opponent
dog and mouse sprites. When you are “it”, try to catch one of the opponents.
When you are “not it”, try to avoid the sprite who is it. Control the cat with
the mouse pointer.

For this lab, I will just provide the outline of the project, you should implement
this in whatever way you would like and add your own variations to it (I have
suggested some below).

I’ve posted a two-character version of the game that you can start with (click
“See inside” and then click the “Remix” button): https://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/160248336/
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3.2 Programming outline

Using our Scratch Outline format from the last two labs, here are the sprites in
the game.

Object Facts Functions
Name, descrip-
tion

What are the facts about
this object? What does
the object look like? How
many images will you need
for it? Where does it
start? What are its states
(alive, dead, etc.

What does this object do? Can it move?
Can it change costumes? Can it interact
with other objects? Can it interact with the
player?

Stage Has one background, the
gameplay screen. Respon-
sible for global variable
state controlling game
state.

Responsible for broadcasting setup and go
messages for each state.

Text (various
messages about
the game)

Has one costume per mes-
sage: Welcome/title, in-
structions for “it”, instruc-
tions for “not it”, game
over

Receives broadcasts from other sprites and
background to change to appropriate mes-
sage

Cat (the player) Has two costumes so that
it can appear to run.

Runs towards the mouse pointer. When
“it” and touches the Dog or Mouse, sets
“nextState” variable to 2 or 3, respectively,
and broadcasts “stop” message.

Dog (Opponent
1)

Will have two costumes so
that it can appear to run.

When the dog is “it”, runs towards the cat.
When the dog is “not it”, runs away from
the sprite that is “it” (points towards it and
then turns around). Takes steps approx-
imately at the same speed as the player.
When “it” and touches the Cat or Mouse,
sets “nextState” variable to 1 or 3, respec-
tively, and broadcasts “stop” message.

Mouse (Oppo-
nent 2)

Will have two costumes so
that it can appear to run.

When the mouse is “it”, runs towards the
cat. When the mouse is “not it”, runs away
from the sprite that is “it” (points towards
it and then turns around). Takes steps ap-
proximately at the same speed as the player.
When “it” and touches the Cat or Dog, sets
“nextState” variable to 1 or 2, respectively,
and broadcasts “stop” message.
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3.3 States and messages

Each sprite should have a script that responds to each of the three messages:
setup, go, stop. Some sprites might not need all of them. Each script can
behave differently based on the current state of the game. When the game
changes to any state, the stage should broadcast a setup message and wait
until it completes, then it should broadcast a go message. When that state is
finished, the sprite who was “it” should broadcast the stop message.

The states of the game are as follows:

0: Welcome screen

1: Cat “it”

2: Dog “it”

3: Mouse “it”

99: Game over screen

The following table describes how each sprite should respond to each message in
each state.

Sprite Message State Action

Cat Go 0: Welcome Send stop
Cat Go 1: Cat it Follow pointer, send stop when catches
Cat Go 2: Dog it Follow pointer
Cat Go 3: Mouse it Follow pointer
Cat Go 99: Game over Send stop
Dog Go 1: Cat it Run away from cat
Dog Go 2: Dog it Chase cat until touching, send stop
Dog Go 3: Mouse it Run away from mouse
Mouse Go 1: Cat it Run away from cat
Mouse Go 2: Dog it Run away from dog
Mouse Go 3: Mouse it Chase cat until touching, send stop
Stage Stop 0: Welcome Set state to 1, send setup and wait, send go
Stage Stop 1: Cat it Set state to nextState, send setup, wait, send go
Stage Stop 2: Dog it Set state to nextState, send setup, wait, send go
Stage Stop 3: Mouse it Set state to nextState, send setup, wait, send go
Stage Stop 99: Game over Set state to 1, send setup and wait, send go
Text Setup 0: Welcome Show, set costume, wait 2s, hide
Text Setup 1: Cat it Show, set costume, wait 2s, hide
Text Setup 2: Dog it Show, set costume, wait 2s, hide
Text Setup 3: Mouse it Show, set costume, wait 2s, hide
Text Setup 99: Game over Show, set costume, wait 2s, hide

You will also need to have one green flag script to the stage that sets the
state variable, broadcasts the setup message and then broadcasts the go
message.
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3.4 Optional challenge: Improve the game

For an extra challenge, implement one of the following possibilities.

• Make a number of “rounds” of the game. When the cat is caught in the
“not it” state, increment the number of rounds. If it is over the maximum,
then game is done and the next state should be “game over”. If it is not
over the maximum, the next state should be the cat “it” state.

• Add obstacles that the cat and dog have to run around

• Make the opponent more clever, so it doesn’t always back into the corner.
Try making one or more decisions based on the “distance to cat” block (an
instance of object state).

4 Turn in your lab

4.1. Add your project to the CISC 1600 Lab 3.3 Studio.

A studio is a collection of Scratch projects. I’ve created one for this lab.
When you’re done with the lab, add it to the class studio at

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/4019223/

4.2. Submit the url for your project to the BlackBoard dropbox for lab 3.3
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